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  ABSTRACT 
Steve Jobs (Apple Chief), had a vision to add the alphabet “I” before all the words in the 

dictionary. This was taken as passing remark to market his product. But, in 30 years IT 

world innovated two great products which brought the whole world very near to Steve 

Jobs vision. These two innovations are Big data and IOT. They have created such a great 

buzz in the virtual as well in real world. Big data is a concept which is both a gain and a 

boon to the society as it made the analysis meaningful and helped in taking inform 

decision. The only hurdle big data was facing of proprietor systems due to hurdles in flow 

of data. This challenge was solved by IOT as this enabled seamless flow of data. Till the 

time the companies / organizations are using the required amount of data and provide 

adequate combos and offers the Big data analysis is a gain to us but the moment these 

organizations / companies collects all sort of data (not required) like recording all 

conversations, taping of text messages etc it becomes a challenge for the law makers. 

With digitalization IOT took place which is creating more issues in case of Big data 

collection. An IOT provides all gain and pleasure to a person but with the help of small 

sensors installed in it they captures / collects / records all the data going around it. Till 

the time the data analysis was performed there was no issues but the moment data 

analytics took place it created a privacy and security issues. The particular research 

paper will talk how Big Data and IOT are creating legal challenges with upcoming 

digitalization.  

Keywords: IOT, Big Data, Big Data Analysis, Digitalization. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The term Big Data is one of the buzz words which is upcoming now days. Every individual is 

talking about it. But if we look into past, Big Data existed way long back. Big corporations, 

Business used all these data to bring up new combos. We can relate Big Data and IOT with fire 

and wheel as well. If we look invention of wheel and fire was something which was never 

planned as per history but once the human kind got the knowledge regarding both of these 

 
1 Author is a PhD Research Scholar at Department of Law, Christ (Deemed to be university), India. 
2 Author is a Professor and Head of Department at School of Law, Christ (Deemed to be University), India. 
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substances it elevated human beings to different trajectory. Same goes with Big data and well 

as IOT. If we look it was not a plan to utilize Data in such a manner. As we discussed in the 

earlier stage of big data only the big corporation, business or government used data in a minimal 

way and to analyse better combos and offers to the people as per their requirement and usage.   

 “Nowadays, more and more organizations, including Big companies, non-profit organizations 

or governments, are joining big data system organizations as a disruptive force to increase their 

business revenue and optimize their business processes to increase productivity and 

profitability, such as forecasting Market share or revenue demand promotes decision-making 

and R&D activities.”3 Digitalization provided a different face and way to the Big data. Now 

more and more companies and other people / organization use it for their own benefit.   

So, in a layman language we can say Big Data is a short-term tool used to aggregate, analyse, 

and increase the value of large, available unstructured and structured digital knowledge 

databases. “The Data can be captured or retrieved from various sources such as Social Media, 

IOT, Online purchase etc. In short data can be taken down from any E – Commerce site or 

Social Media. Our daily electronic appliance Smart Phone or Laptop / Computers are the 

medium or we can say the bridge which transfer all our data.”4  “It’s been noticed that the 

Public Sector uses the data to look into all the Social problems like providing proper healthcare, 

fight against crime etc.”5 

Companies need automation to convert huge and complex data sets into actionable information 

in order to make informed decisions and have a business advantage over competitors. Big data 

analysis is a method of collecting, storing and analysing massive data sets in order to discover 

trends and another useful knowledge. Big data analysis can analyse large amounts of data from 

different sources to obtain patterns, similarities, trends, and other insights.6 If we look IOT is 

a hardware which provide support / help / comfort to the mankind. The primary usage of IOT 

never created an issue as there was only a pre – installed software provided by the IOT 

manufacturer. But with the growth of digitalization there were many third parties who also 

started to provide various supporting software which created a lot of issues. These third-party 

plants a bug or a sensor which started to collect all sort of data around it. There were no 

 
3 Dr. Fatma Mohammed Abdullah, PRIVACY, SECURITY AND LEGAL CHALLENGES IN BIG DATA, 

International Journal of Civil Engineering and Technology (IJCIET) Volume 9, Issue 13, December 2018, pp. 

1682–1690.  
4 Mr Bridget Botelho & others, Definition Big Data, http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/big-

data-Big-Data 
5 Castro, Daniel and Travis Korte. The Center for Data Innovation. “Data Innovation 101.” November 3, 2013. 

http://www.datainnovation.org/2013/11/data-innovation-101/. 
6 https://www.sas.com/en_us/insights/analytics/big-data-analytics.html# 
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stoppage of collection of data and people were unaware of it. With the help of internet, WIFI, 

Bluetooth and other connection sources these IOT devices started to communicate with each 

other and send all the data to other parties.  

“As per the IDC, the worldwide Big Data and its business analytics will have increased more 

than 50% percent over the five-year period, grow from USD 122 billion in 2015 to more than 

USD 187 million in 2019 in order to support a wide range of industry applications such as 

manufacturing, logistics and transportation, medical and health care, etc.”7   

II. THE CONCEPT OF DATA 
Before jumping to Big Data, one should know what is Data and E – Data. Section 2(1)(o) of 

the Information Technology Act, 2000 has defined "data" to mean “a representation of 

information, knowledge, facts, concepts or instructions which are being prepared or have been 

prepared in a formalised manner, and is intended to be processed, is being processed or has 

been processed in a computer system or computer network, and may be in any form (including 

computer printouts magnetic or optical storage media, punched cards, punched tapes) or stored 

internally in the memory of the computer.” 8 

The electronic licensing framework provided by the Digital Locker Administration defines 

"data" as "any electronic data stored by public or private service providers (such as government 

service agencies, banks, file repositories, etc.)". This may involve existing records and 

transaction-based records. However, the definition of data is still limited to electronic 

information, but also refers to information stored in a physical form, such as physical 

information. On a piece of paper. " 

III. BIG DATA 
Well big data can be taken as gain and boom. Till the time it is providing all type of satisfaction 

to people / individuals it is a gain for everyone but the moment it creates a recess or issues then 

it’s something which no one wants. With the digitalization it is been seen / observed that our 

data is very easily accessible to any authorized person. The smart phones and laptops are two 

main devices which can transport any of your data to the people and the biggest source of 

information is the Social Media and E -commerce site. With bunch of information provided on 

the social media platform even a common person can collect your data within no time. There 

are many scholars / Jurists who have provided various definition on Big Data –  

 
7 IDC, “Worldwide Big Data and Business Analytics Revenues Forecast to Reach $187 Billion in 2019, According 

to IDC.” 
8 Section 2 (1) (o) of Information Technology Act, 2000. 
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1. Treleaven, Barnett, and Koshiyama  

“Big data analytics is the process of examining vast and varied data sets to uncover hidden 

patterns, trends, customer preferences, and so forth. One of the most exciting areas for 

intelligent algorithms is behavioral and predictive analytics. Behavioral analytics focuses on 

providing insight into actions of people, whereas predictive analytics extracts information from 

existing data sets to determine patterns and predict future outcomes and trends”9 

2. Microsoft 

“Big data is the term increasingly used to describe the process of applying serious computing 

power – the latest in machine learning and artificial intelligence – to seriously massive and 

often highly complex sets of information.”10 

3. Oracle  

"Big Data typically refers to the following types of data: (i) Traditional enterprise data – 

includes customer information from CRM systems, transactional ERP data, web store 

transactions, and general ledger data; (ii) Machine-generated /sensor data – includes Call Detail 

Records (CDR), weblogs, smart meters, manufacturing sensors, equipment logs (often referred 

to as digital exhaust), trading systems data; (iii)Social data – includes customer feedback 

streams, micro-blogging sites like Twitter, social media platforms like Facebook."11 

4. EMC / IDC 

"Big Data technologies describes a new generation of technologies and architectures, designed 

to economically extract value from very large volume of a wide variety of data, by enabling 

high-velocity capture, discovery, and/or analysis."12 

3 V’s OF BIG DATA 

There are 3 V’s which define the Big Data in more depth –  

1. Volume 

“Big data is related to volume. In fact, the amount of data may reach unprecedented heights. It 

is estimated that 250 million bytes of data will be generated every day, and 40 Zetta Byte of 

data will be created by 2020, which is 300 times that of 2005. Therefore, for large companies, 

 
9 European Commission High Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence. (April 2019). Ethics Guideline for 

Trustworthy AI. Retrieved from https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/high-level-expert-group-artificial-

intelligence 
10 Microsoft, “The Big Bang: How the Big Data Explosion Is Changing the World,” Microsoft News Center. pp. 

1–35, 2013 
11 J. Dijcks, “Oracle: Big Data for the Enterprise,” Oracle White Paper, no. June, 2013 
12 Supra Note 9. 
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it is now normal to have terabytes of data, even petabytes-data stored on storage devices and 

servers. This data helps to influence the company's future and decision-making while 

monitoring progress.”13 

2. Velocity 

“The large amount of data and the meaning it produces has changed our understanding of data. 

There was a time when we couldn't see the value of data in the business area, but as the way 

we collect data changes, we rely on it every day. Velocity is basically a calculation of the arrival 

speed of data. Some data will arrive in real time, while other data will be started in a suitable 

way and sent to us in batches. Moreover, since not all platforms can process the input data at 

the same rate, it is vital that before collecting all the facts and data, do not generalize, discount 

or jump into conclusions.”14 

3. Variety  

“Data used to be collected in a single location and distributed in a single format. It used to 

appear in the form of database files such as excel, csv, and access, but is now displayed on 

social media in non-traditional formats (such as video, text, pdf, and graphics), and through 

technologies such as wearable devices display. Although this data is very useful to us, it 

increases our workload and requires more analytical skills to decode it, make it easy to manage 

and make it run.”15 

(A) New Methods for Collection of Big Data 

The digitalization wave has showed that Big Data is not a basic and isolated concept. It can be 

seen that with rapid development the technical, social and legal domain is getting stronger. The 

researcher has observed that there any many more terms which can be related to Big Data like– 

1. Open Data 

If we look at the collection of big data it can be seen that majority of the data is been linked 

from Open data. In a simple term is can be portrait as data which is been kept in the open 

domain space by the government. In past these open data was used to show all sort of 

transparency in public sector. “The Estonian DPA, in particular, is very clear about the 

connection between Open Data and Big Data. Big Data is characterized as ‘collected and 

processed accessible datasets defined by quantity, variety of data formats, data origination, and 

processing speed.’ According to the desk study, there is a strong connection between the two 

 
13https://bigdataldn.com/intelligence/big-data-the-3-vs explained/ 
14 Supra Note 13. 
15 Supra Note 13. 
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definitions in some countries, including Australia, France, Japan, and the United Kingdom.”16 

2. Re – Use  

Re – use data is related to Open data. Just the difference which is been noticed is Open data 

was used for transparency of Public sector but Re – use data can be related as the data which 

is specifically exploited by the corporate and other business houses for commercial purposes. 

“The re-use of Public Sector Information is fostered through the PSI Directive of the European 

Union.”17 In a layman language it can be said Re – use data is usage of in different ways and 

format even if the data is been collected for some other work.  

3. Internet of Thing  

The word "Internet of Things" refers to the concept that more and more things – cars, 

lampposts, refrigerators, clothes, and other artifacts – are being linked to the Internet. This 

paves the way for the creation of smart devices, such as a refrigerator that senses when the milk 

is running low and automatically reorders it. Huge amounts of data can be obtained by 

equipping all items with sensors. As a result, Big Data and the Internet of Things are often 

stated in the same sentence. 

There are many more such types of technology with reference to big data like Cloud 

Computing, Algorithms, Smart, Profiling etc.  

(C) Aadhaar Card – Big Data  

Aadhaar Card is the latest and one of the biggest examples of Big data. “The Unique 

Identification Project in India, Aadhaar, which has almost one billion registrants, is indeed an 

online, digital, and paperless identity system that can serve as a forum for a variety of digital 

services, all of which generate massive amounts of data that are valuable to both the 

government and the private sector. Once citizens have a standardized identification number 

and infrastructure that is used in a variety of services, service providers may utilize this existing 

mechanism rather than engaging in the verification process themselves. Furthermore, the 

existence of a digital identity enables a slew of services to migrate online and encourages 

massive transaction-generated data, which is useful behavioural big data.”18 

 
16 Bart van der Sloot & Sascha van Schendel, International and comparative legal study on Big Data, wrr, The 

Hague 2016, ISBN 978-94-90186-29-6. 
17 Directive 2003/98/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 November 2003 on the re-use of 

public sector information.Directive 2013/37/EU of the European Parliament and the Council of 26 June 2013 

amending Directive 2003/98/EC on the re-use of public sector information. 
18 Elonnai Hickok, Sumandro Chattapadhyay, Sunil Abraham, Big Data in Governance in India: Case Studies, 

The Centre for Internet and Society, India, https://cis-india.org/internet-governance/files/big-data-

compilation.pdf. 
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IV. OVERVIEW OF IOT 
“IoT provides a forum for technologies to interact together inside a smart world, as well as a 

simple way to share information across platforms. The latest evolution of various wireless 

technologies positions IoT as the first innovative technology by capitalizing on all of the 

opportunities created by Internet technology.”19 “IoT has recently seen widespread adoption in 

smart cities, with an emphasis on developing artificial intelligence such as smart offices, digital 

commerce, smart farming, smart water, smart transportation, smart healthcare, and smart 

electricity.”20  

In the past few years, the Internet of Things has become a modern trend, in which mobile 

devices, transportation services, public facilities and household appliances can all be used as 

data collection devices in the Internet of Things. Watches, vending machines, emergency 

alarms and garage doors, as well as household appliances such as refrigerators, microwave 

ovens, air conditioners, and water heaters are all connected to the IoT network and can be 

operated remotely. “As per Ciufo all these types of devices ‘talk’ to each other and to central 

controlling devices. These devices / equipment’s are placed at different areas and places which 

are capable of collecting various forms of data like logistical, environmental, geographical and 

astronomical data.”21 

In a simple term it can be said that IOT devices are hardware. These IOT devices are brought 

up for the convince of the people. In the past only the manufacturer or the authorized party 

software were installed in these IOT devices. But with the time third – parties started to create 

more software which at first provided more comfort to the people. As a layman without having 

the knowledge everyone accepted the terms and conditions where these third – parties started 

to collect all sort of information and transfer it to them with the help of WIFI, Bluetooth etc. 

‘As per study it is been observed that IOT devices have some sort of sensor devices. The data 

collection device collects all sort of information which it can gather from the surrounding and 

with the help of sensor devices transmit it. Well, there are many helping tools / devices / 

features which provide them support to transfer these data like WIFI, Bluetooth, Zigbee and 

GSM. These electronic components send data and receive instructions from various servers, 

allowing direct integration with the natural universe through computer-based systems to 

 
19 E. Al Nuaimi et al., ‘‘Applications of big data to smart cities,’’ J. Internet Services Appl., vol. 6, p. 25. 
20 J. Gubbi, R. Buyya, S. Marusic, and M. Palaniswami, ‘‘Internet of Things (IoT): A vision, architectural 

elements, and future directions,’’ Future Generat. Comput. Syst., vol. 29, no 7, pp 1645-1660. 
21 C. A. Ciufo, Industrial Equipment Talking on the IoT? Bet-ter get a Gateway (Device). [Online]. 
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improve living standards.’22 

V. WHY THERE IS INTEGRATION BETWEEN BIG DATA AND IOT 
“As per the reports the data which is been created and captured by the IOT and Big Data are 

linked to one another. Alone Big data cannot collect all such data it requires the help of IOT 

devices to generate for it. It can be said that the integration between IOT and Big Data will 

improve various sectors like transportation intelligence, Education sector modernization, 

protection of environment etc.”23  

“There are various types of technologies which help to collect various types of data generated 

by IOT and other sources, technology like Column oriented databased, SQL in Hadoop, Hive, 

Wibidata, PLATFORA, Skytree, Storage Technology, Streaming Big data analysis etc.”24  

VI. LEGAL CHALLENGES  
The Cyber law in India does not consist more regulations and rules related to Data protection 

and data security; it can be said it is still under developing stage. Only Information Technology 

Act 2000 (ITA) and Reasonable practices and procedures and sensitive personal data or 

information Rules, 2011 provides little bit inside on Data Protection and Security. Not just Data 

privacy and Data security is the issue but their many more variants which needed to be looked. 

1. Data Privacy and Protection  

“Consumer privacy is the first legal danger posed by Big Data. Personal information protection 

and security have become the subject of laws and regulations. Furthermore, most websites, 

online services, and smartphone applications have a privacy policy and terms of service 

agreement (also known as terms of use, user agreement, and so on) that users support by 

clicking or continuing to use. In general, click wrap agreements are more enforceable than 

browse wrap agreements.”25 “The privacy policy is a good business practice, but it may also 

be enforced by law or a third-party provider that collects information from the website. The 

privacy policy and terms of service (TOS) should be checked regularly to ensure that they 

accurately represent business practices, especially when collecting, using, and distributing 

 
22 Mohsen Marjani and others, Big IoT Data Analytics, IEEE Access, 

https://www.scribd.com/document/405599763/Big-IoT-Data-Analytics 
23 Ms Pradnya A & others, “Review paper on IOT based technology”, International Research Journal of 

Engineering and Technology, Vol 4, Issue 1.   
24 Zeinab Kamal & others, “Internet of things application, Challenges and Related Future technology” World 

Scientific news 67(2) (2017), 126-148.  
25 Fred Greguras, Legal Issues In Big Data: 2017, Water Online, 29 June, 2017. https://www.wateronline.co 

m/doc/legal-issues-in-big-data-0001 
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personal information.”26  

In the increase of IOT devices, it is been observed that with the help of Internet these devices 

talk to each other and pass on the data which is been recorded and collected by them. With the 

rapid development of these IOT devices it can be said that these IOT devices will create more 

and more issues. ‘Data protection is been covered under Information Technology Act 2000 

(ITA), and Reasonable practices and procedures and sensitive personal data or information 

Rules, 2011 (Rules) issued under Section 43A of the ITA (as amended).’27  

Section 43A of Information Technology Act, talks about “whenever a corporate body possesses 

or deals with any sensitive personal data or information, and is negligent in maintaining a 

reasonable security to protect such data or information, which thereby causes wrongful loss or 

wrongful gain to any person, then such body corporate shall be liable to pay damages to the 

person(s) so affected.”28  

Section 72A of Information Technology Act, deals with “the punishment for disclosure of 

information in breach of lawful contract and any person may be punished with imprisonment 

for a term not exceeding three years, or with a fine not exceeding up to five lakh rupees, or 

with both in case disclosure of information is made in breach of lawful contract.”29 These two 

new amendments were brought up to protect the data but still a lot of work is needed to be 

done. In order to protect the confidential and sensitive data of customers, specific laws and 

regulations must be formulated. Different countries have different laws and regulations to 

ensure data protection and security. ‘For example, in many countries/regions, it is never 

allowed to track the letters of the organization team. However, digital monitoring is allowed 

under special circumstances. As a result, the question is whether such laws and policies provide 

adequate protection for people's data while making full use of the benefits of big data to the 

entire society.’30 

2. Liability  

Well liability is of the most talkative topic right now. Till the time data is been collected in real 

world it is easy to catch hold the person / company / corporation who is liable for any sort of 

problem. But, in when the data is been collected in virtual world it is very difficult to understand 

that who will be held liable from breach of privacy. Till the innovation of IOT it was easy to 

 
26 R. Cumbley, P. Church, Is “Big Data” creepy?, Computer Law & Security Review, 29 (2013) 601-609. 
27Anirudh Sarin, Legal Issues Pertaining To Internet Of Things (IOT), Mondaq, 

https://www.mondaq.com/india/privacy-protection/691560/legal-issues-pertaining-to-internet-of-things-iot 
28 Section 43A Information Technology Act, 2000. 
29 Section 72A Information Technology Act, 2000. 
30 R. Cumbley, P. Church, Is “Big Data” creepy?, Computer Law & Security Review, 29 (2013) 601-609. 
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know who is collecting the data from the internet sources, but once the IOT came it is a question 

who is to be held liable for the collection of data is it the manufacturer or the third party which 

is providing the service.  

3. Data Ownership  

“Ownership of data is the first thing which is needed to be examined when data security and 

consumer privacy is been analysed. ‘Big data analysis platforms can make the identification of 

data ownership more complicated and will depend on the nature of the data, how it is generated, 

how it is processed, where the data comes from (state law, international law) and whether it is 

attributable to the data. Personal or computer or equipment.”31 

Taking the Ownership of data is one of the crucial aspects which needs to be taken care off. It 

is not so simple as it looks. As per a common person the data is been taken by the one particular 

authority but in reality, there are many third-party agencies who are gathering all sort of 

personal and professional data without our knowledge. This data is been used in various ways 

and is been exploited as well. While analysing the data two legal factors must be taken care of 

as one the essentiality of data content and the second thing which is to be taken into 

consideration is who hold the ownership of the data. So, the conflicting area or part which can 

be seen is what the originating source of a particular data and therefore with whom the 

ownership lies of the particular data. 

 Before IOT was introduced it was sort of clear that various agencies are collecting data through 

internet but once IOT devices started to roll out it is difficult to understand who has the 

ownership of the data. If we see there is various involvement of stakeholders / IOT users and 

because of this there many more third parties who are able to access the data without our 

knowledge. It can be said the IOT service provider is the data controller and its duty is to keep 

that track that how much data is been taken into consideration or used. Even they have to see 

and limit the usage of data done by the other service providers. There is a very thin line where 

the IOT service provider has to take care and see the data is been used in a controlled way.  

4. Jurisdiction  

Jurisdiction is an important factor which needs to be discussed. Before digitalization the 

collection of Big Data was creating a small amount of jurisdiction issue as we were still able 

to know who is collecting the data and from where, but the moment digitalization took place 

and the introduction of IOT devices were taken into place the jurisdiction issue escalated at a 

 
31 Jaime Henriquez, Big data: Six critical areas of legal risk, TechRepublic Premium, https://www.techrepublic.c 

om/article/big-data-six-critical-areas-of-legal-risk/ 
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bigger scale and amount. Now you have no idea from where the person is collecting all the data 

and with which IP address. This has created a storm and with more upgradation in these 

technologies this Jurisdiction issue will create more havoc.   

5. Data Security  

Data security is one the key element which is required to secure data. It is important for an 

organization to keep the data secure and confidential from another unauthorized person or 

group. They must realise how store the data, or to analyse or to report it. Data breach take place 

when the large number of big data is stored. It makes them more venerable to be hacked and 

the breach of data can be done easily. Organization must secure the data or else it can cost them 

a lot. 

 “Certain elements which are required to be look into are – 

a. Data Integrity and Privacy 

b. Encryption 

c. Access Control 

d. Chain of custody 

e. Relevant laws and regulations 

f. Corporate policies”32 

VII. LEGAL QUESTIONS WHICH NEED TO BE ANSWERED  
In present where our life revolves around IOT devices as it provides us comfort and pleasure 

but we are not looking towards the issues these devices are creating. For example – in medical 

world new and innovative IOT devices are coming up which collect our personal data and 

predict our health conditions. At one stage it’s a good invention which helps us to prevent or 

to fight with the particular condition but on the other end if we look our all sort of data is been 

collected and the other party can easily get the access of it. Or what if the diagnostic test is in 

process and all of sudden internet connection is lost, who will be held liable the medical service 

provider or the local or global internet service provider. Or in case the medical examiner is not 

able to perform his / her duty and is out of business, what will happen to all the patient’s data 

stored in the IOT device. Or in case a new software is been installed who will responsible for 

that particular software. 

These are certain areas which are required to be looked into. As a researcher if I look towards 
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Big Data, IOT and other variants we are lacking behind a lot. We are not giving an ample 

amount of time and thinking towards it. There are many grey areas and loop holes which are 

needed to be answered. With the rapid digitalization these issues will increase and the 

Jurisdiction issue will also take pace.          

VIII. CONCLUSION  
If we look in past the access of big data was limited and was governed properly as the usage 

and the authorized agencies, companies, businesses were less. But with the rapid digitalization 

which is hybrid and multi – cloud, IOT the data is spread all over. There are many platforms, 

small and medium scale business who now have access to all these data. The protection of data 

and privacy of these data is very difficult and everything is at risk. There must be certain 

governance and norms provided to protect these data. 

Certain things which these companies, business which collect data must follow is to define for 

what the data is been taken and maintain all the policies which governs the data. They should 

use artificial intelligence and machine learning technology to automate control, so as to 

discover, identify and understand all kinds of sensitive information on a large scale on all big 

data platforms; then, they can use this knowledge to create and execute smart big data 

management strategies. 

They must be able to conduct continuous risk analysis on sensitive data in order to understand 

the risks, allocate available data security tools and investments, and develop protection and 

remediation plans. They should monitor and disclose the location of big data privacy risk 

factors, which is an important part of monitoring the progress of protecting confidential 

information when preparing for an audit. 
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